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in( Italy( there( is( a( powerful( anti:Futurist( movement,( and( in( Germany(
Expressionism(has(now(been(pushed(aside(in(favor(of(Neue#Sachlichkeit,(
or(what(is(called(the(“New(Objectivity.”((Their(desire(is(not(to(turn(their(










































































































































































































































































































































I( am( poised( on( the(wall( near( the(massive( tower( Cheng(Men( and( gaze(
down(on(the(city.( (To(the(North,(where(the(Manchu(section(spreads(out(
in( the( cool( mystery( of( still( indistinct( colors,( the( purple( walls( and( the(




the( shadows.( (Tones( imperceptible( a(moment(ago,( take( turns(with(one(
another( and( then( harmonize.( ( Now( I( hear( the( tinkling( of( the( strolling(
coiffeur’s(copper(plates;(the(double(bladed(knife(of(the(grinder(cuts(the(
quiet( air( in( two(with( its( strident(notes;( the(porter’s( cry( seems( like( the(
rhythmic( lamentation,( and( all( these( sounds( group( themselves( and(
interlace( in( the( strengthening( rays(of( the(yellow(and(blue(dawn.( (They(
assume(tangible(form(and(tell(us(the(prodigious(legend(of(life,(with(which(



































































































































latest( pictorial( creeds,( fads,( and( fanaticisms( possible( to( imagine.( ( First(
and(foremost,(it(was(pictorial,(a(capital(sin(according(to(the(teachings(of(
the( day:before:yesterday(modernists.( ( Second,( it(was,( and(with( hardly(
less( guilt,( ‘finished.’( ( The( canvas(was( covered;(beauty(of(workmanship,(
far( from( being( disdained,( served( draftsmanship( such( as( had( not( been(
practiced(since(Ingres.((Without(any(attempt(at(neo:Orientalism,(with(no(
endeavor( to( imitate( or( evoke( Eastern( art( forms,( the( pictures,( chiefly(
painted( in( distemper( or( carried( out( on( white( paper( in( black( and( red(
crayons,( represented(Chinese(scenes(and(people:( ( the( spectators(at( the(
play,( actors( and( dancers,( faces( hallucinatingly( disguised# or( the( sad,(
wrinkled(features(of(the(peasantry(and(poor,(the(life(of(the(streets(and(of(
the( country,( figures( and( landscapes.( ( Purity( in( execution,( the(
uncompromising(character(of( the(masterly(drawing,( the(clean( intensity(
of( the( vivid( colors,( the( absence( of( light( and( shadow( opposition( and( of(
everything( illusory(or(accidental,(brought( the( fifteenth(century(masters(
























































































































































































































To( earn( his( daily( bread( he( had( contracted( with( the( patron( of( the(
restaurant(“La(Biche”(on(the(rue(des(Martyrs(in(Montmartre,(to(decorate(
in( fresco( the( walls( of( his( upper( dining( room( with( an( allegorical(
procession.( ( A( chariot,( drawn( by( white( bulls( with( gilded( horns,( and( a(
bevy(of(lovely(maidens(and(youths(carrying(exotic(fruits(and(flowers.((In(
the( entrance( lobby( and( kitchen,( and( along( the( stairway( walls( were(
portraits( of( the( Chef( and( patron( in( sanguine( crayons.( ( There( were(
designs(of(gigantic(platters(of(bright(red( lobsters,(vegetables(and(fruits,(
luring(the(visitor(up(to(the(dining(room.(
Three( meals( a( day( and( two( guests( a( week( I( think( constituted( the(





























































































































































































































































































































































































There( is( a( friendship(apparent( in( this(work,(but(also(a( certain( irony( to(
this( assembly( of( “white( pygmies”( together( in( an( unusual( way( in( the(
middle( of( the( bush,( also( surrounding( their( heads.( ( The( only( one( who(






























































































































We( believe,( with( Iacovleff,( that( there( is( definitely( a( Mangbetu( art…(
Among(the(peoples(we(have(seen,(the(Mangbetu(occupy(a(special(place.((
They(seem(to(bear(the(stamp(of(ancient(civilizations(whose(collapse(left(
time( to( close( in( on( them( as( the( sepulchral( stones( were( closed( on( the(
mummies(of(the(pharaohs.((Returned(to(light(by(modern(exploration,(as(
well( as( the( excavations( of( the( treasures( of( the( Valley( of( the(Kings,( the(
























































Putting( myself( through( the( route( to( Africa,( I( did( not( aim( at(
documentation;( I(wanted( to( advance( a( little( closer( to( the( solution( to( a(




of( scientific( education,( it( has( an( undeniable( price.( ( However,( without(
condemning,( I( think,( for( the(artist,( it( offers( too(many(opportunities( for(








































































has( attempted( to( identify( the( essential( features( of( various( human(





































An( interesting( sidelight( of( this( successful( African( exhibition( was( the(
epidemic( of( contemporary( designs( which( appeared( in( the( late( 1920s,(
inspired( by( the( exotic( subject(matter( in( Iacovleff’s( drawings.( ( Parisian(
designers( were( quick( to( seize( upon( these( new( ideas…( the( world( of(


























with( more( purity,( poise,( and( dignity.( ( This( is( a( black( Venus,( who( has(
something( of( Diana…( The( pleasing( design,( very( thorough,( sought(
elegance( in( the( lines( of( the( contours( of( the( bare,( dark,( and( shiny( skin,(



















of( original( modern( art( by( manifestations( of( primitive( peoples.( ( The(
precepts(and(the(realizations(of(negro(art(were(found(in(its(supporters,(





















































































































































































































































































































































































































The( first( contact(with( human( environments( in( the( new(West(Asia(was(
deeply(disconcerting.((Crossroads(of(three(continents,(it(is(an(area(of(old(
and(constant(migration.( (Centuries(have(disagreed(and(reformed(ethnic(
races(who( bear( the(mark( of( a(millennia( of( penetrations.( ( Old( customs(
were(combined.( (Islam(affixed(this(seal.( (Western(influence(is(now(level(
in( this( humanity( by( the( uniformity( of( dress( and( her( neutralized(
commercial( spirit.( ( It( takes( time,( a( constant( observation( and( patient(




























































































































been( completed,( and( the( appearance( of( security( and( prizes( gained( by(
much( effort.( ( Why( is( the( joy( of( our( success( altered( by( an( indefinable(





























One( evening,( when( we( went( down( by( the( sea,( and( soon( after( to(
Indochina,(Haardt( came( into(my(cab.( (He(decided( to( rest( a( few(days( in(
Hong(Kong(to(rid(himself(of(the(flu,(and(he(did(not(leave(from(Beijing.((He(
would(benefit( from( there( to( get( the(next( boat( to( join(us( in(Hanoi.( (We(




























There( is(a( logical( coherence(about( them.( (Not(commonplace(cleverness(
but(masterly(assurance(and(infallible(precision(characterize(them.((Some(
contemporary(artists,(who(must(have(felt(humiliated(and(discouraged(by(
such( bewildering( uncanny( ability,( referred( to( Jacovleff( rather(
disdainfully(as(a(man(who(possessed(merely(a(photographic(eye,(but(no(













































It(was(a(great(pleasure( to(me(to(receive(your(kind( letter.( ( I(quite(agree(
with(you(that(your(proposition(represents(a(very(interesting(opportunity(
for(me(to(go(to(America,(see(the(life,(the(country,(and,(I(hope,(to(do(some(
work.( ( It(represents(also(a(possibility(to(be(useful( to(a(group(of(people,(
who(have(chosen(the(artistic(career.((So(I(decided(to(give(an(affirmation(
answered(in(case(I(receive(an(official(offer(from(the(School(of(Fine(Arts(in(














































































































































myself( am( a( fanatic( on( the( subject( of( toleration.”( ( He( explained( his(
theories(in(rather(halting(English(which(was(amplified(by(brilliant(actual(
demonstrations.( ( Jacovleff( scoffed(at(dry(academic( standards(but(when(
he(swiftly(painted(an(académie(from(the(nude(model(before(the(school’s(
faculty( to( explain( his( personal( approach( and( technique,( the( result(was(
dateless,(worthy(of( an(old(master( at(his(best.( ( It( became(an(unfinished(







Along( with( many( others,( I( adored( him( and( he( not( only( was( my( great(
inspiration( from( age( 17( to( 20,( but( his( advice( and( enthusiasm( have(
influenced(me(through(all( these(years.( ( It(was(certainly(great( luck( for(a(
young(artist(to(be(in(the(orbit(of(such(a(man((he(was(a(God:man(to(me)(so(
you( can( imagine( how( it( felt( when( he( called( me( a( “wonder:child,”( but(
didn’t( let( me( swell( with( too( much( pride,( and( added( that( with( such(
facility.((I(could(get(lazy;(not(to(let(my(great(God:man(down,(did(I(work:((
doing( anything( and( everything( that( was( difficult,( but( always( with( his(
encouragement.( ( He( made( the( Museum( School( a( gay,( lively,( exciting(
working([environment].( (I(don’t(ever(remember(him(walking(alone,(and(











great( feat.( ( If( I( sound( like(an(adoring(over:enthusiastic( school(girl,( it( is(

















































































































many( Russian( émigrés( who( were( then( enriching( the( cultural( life( of(
France,(and(they(revealed(the(hand(of(an(exceptionally(endowed(master.((
With(the(help(of(Dunoyer(de(Segonzac,(one(of(Jacovleff’s(admirers,(I(lost(
no( time( in( finding( the( elusive( Russian’s( studio( on( the( summit( of( a( hill(
overlooking(Paris(near(the(Moulin(de(la(Galette,(and(when(his(singularly(
elegant(form(came(bounding(toward(me(through(a(garden(gateway,(I(felt(
instantly( that( his( was( a( unique( individuality…( We( mounted( the( four(
flights(to(a(studio(littered(with(drawings(and(paintings.((Almost(all(of(the(
latter(were( in( cool( tempera,( for( Jacovleff( had( already( grown( to( dislike(
shiny,(sticky(oil(paint.( (Many(of(the(heads(of(Chinese(and(Africans(were(
drawn( larger( than( life(and(his(style(was(clearly(related( to( that(of(other(



















































…( I( am(making( my( final( choice( of( Jacovleff( today.( ( There( is( little( left,(
because( Citroën( the( automobile( man( snaps( up( everything.( ( However,(
they( are( large( drawings( and( I( have( his( best( landscape( drawing( and(






















May;( hoping( that( this( will( meet( with( your( approval.( ( I( hope( you( will(
“experiment”( with( Jacovleff,( Gill,( Segonzac,( Sterne,( and( a( few( other(
talented(contemporaries,(and(I(may(add(that(Jacovleff(though(still(young(
is( already( represented( in( all(modern(museums( in( Europe.( ( I( secured( a(
























































































Allow( me( to( thank( you( for( your( check( in( payment( for( the( Alexandre(
Iacovleff( pastel( drawing( of( a( Japanese( actor( in( a( Warrior( Dance.((
Pursuant(to(your(kind(permission,(I(shall(have(the(drawing(on(my(wall(at(
















































































































































































This( artist,(who( is( only( on( the( verge( of( forty,( has( already( some( of( the(















characterization.( ( He( has( been( in( China,( in( Persia,( in( Afghanistan,( and(
other(remote(regions,(and(he(portrays(their(types(in(a(vitalized(manner,(
leaving( them( intensely( human,( absolutely( credible,( for( all( their( wild(
picturesqueness.( (But( it( is(as( the( technical(virtuoso( that(he(particularly(
excels.( ( There( he( somehow( recalls( the( swift( attack( and( the( uncanny(
certitude(of(Sargent…they(share( the(same(authoritative(grasp(upon( the(
thing( seen,( the( same( gusto( of( the( painter( who( is( a( kind( of( happy,(
victorious(craftsman.((It(would(be(impossible(to(beat(for(sheer(skill(in(the(
handling(of(form(the(two(nudes((Nos.(21(and(22),(in(which(the(academic(
tradition( is( raised( to(a(higher(power(and( technique( takes(on(beauty.( ( I(
speak( of( the( academic( tradition( because( there( is( a( trace( of( it( in( Mr.(
Iacovleff’s( treatment( of( form,( something( of( its( classical( integrity,(
something(of(its(discipline.((There(is(solid(knowledge(at(the(bottom(of(his(

































I(have( talked(over( the(suggestion(of(having(Mr.( Iacovleff’s(exhibition( in(
part(and(he( is(pleased( to(give( the(matter( favorable(consideration.( ( It( is(
our(combined(thought(that(an(exhibition(of(twenty:five(pieces(would(be(
sufficiently( comprehensive;( say( about( seven( Camden( Negro( sketches,(
seven( Chinese( and( Indo:Chinese( drawings( in( color,( three( or( four(
sanguine(portrait(drawings,(and(six(or(seven(oils.( (The(time([April:May](
is( agreeable( to( him( and( I( think( you(might( have( some( pleasant( results(




























Everyone( is(enjoying(the(exhibition(very(much( indeed(and(I(cannot( tell(
you(how(much(I(appreciate,(first(your(suggestion(that(we(have(it,(second(
your(generosity(in(making(it(possible,(and(third(your(allowing(us(to(use(


























































































Many(thanks(for(your(letter( just(received.( ( It( is(a(relief(to(hear(that(you(
are( satisfied(with( the(way( I( have(handled(your(paintings( for( you(and( I(
hope(that(in(the(end(the(results(will(be(mutually(satisfactory.( (Owing(to(
the( difficulty( in( making( a( selection( of( your( things( to( form( a(
comprehensive(exhibition,(I(decided(to(go(in(“all(over”(and(make(use(of(


































































Your( good( letter( from( Capri( is( at( hand.( ( Thank( you( for( your( further(
expression(of(confidence(which(we(shall(always(do(our(best(to(deserve.((I(








portrait( sketch,( and( Mr.( Bryan,( Virginia’s( “leading( citizen,”( is( so(
important(that(I(was(sure(you(would(want(me(to(accept(his(offer(of($300,(




















at( that( time,(he( [sold( fairly(well].( (Yes,( indeed.( ( I(was(delighted(when( I(



























we( received( a( letter( from( Mr.( O’Connor,( assistant( director( of( the(
Carnegie(Institute(which(says:((“We(too(are(disappointed(that(none(of(the(
Iacovleff’s(were( sold( at( Pittsburgh,( but( I( can( tell( you( very( frankly( that(
your(prices(are(too(high.( ( Iacovleff(may(get(those(prices(in(Boston(but(I(
fear(he(won’t(any(place(else( in( the(United(States.( (We(had(a(number(of(
inquiries( but( I( just( couldn’t( pin( people( down( to( an( offer( because( the(
prices(scared(them(from(making(an(offer.((I(think(you(should(realize(the(































































































































ask( you( not( to( photograph( them( to( keep( the( exclusivity( of( their(
reproduction(for(an(eventual(publication(of(them(in(a(special(issue.((I(am,(
of( course,( perfectly( confident( in( all( your( future( arrangements( for(


















































In( New( York,( we( had( good( relations( with( a( number( of( galleries…(
Certainly,( there(was(M.(Knodler(and(Co.( ( It(was(pronounced(differently,(
we( always( called( it( “Nodler.”( ( Others( use( the( German( Knoedler(
pronunciation.((It(is(still(going,(but(a(very(different(firm(than(it(was(when(
I( knew( it,( and( different( owners( entirely.( ( It(was( a( very,( very( fine( firm.((



























morning,( for( a( slight( operation.( ( The( memory( of( the( playing( of( those(
divine(musicians,(he(said,(would(console(him(during(his(convalescence,(
and( in(a( few(short(weeks(we(would(be( sporting( together( in( the(Bay(of(
Capri,(at(the(Piccola(Marina.((When(the(concert(ended(it(was(raining(and(
a(thick(mist(enveloped(Paris.((He(drove(away(in(his(little(runabout(to(his(








My( deep( sympathy( goes( out( to( you( for( the( loss( of( a( friend( and( to( the(
world( at( large( for( the( loss( of( a( true( artist.( ( You( speak( glowingly( of( his(
character(and(you(knew(him(long(and(well.((Can(there(be(anything(more(
comforting(to(his(sorrowing(friends(than(the(memory(of(their(association(
with( a( nature( so( noble,( so( pure,( and( so( gifted?( ( Fortunately( twice( in(
passing(causes(sad(memories(to([recede](and(happy(ones(to(come(to(the(































her( son’s(pictures.( (A( special(price(of( $600(has(been(made( to( the(Fogg(
Museum(for(a(group(of( fifty:three(of(these(paintings,(which(we(feel( is(a(















































































































































































I( have( just( returned( from(a( very( long(western( tour,( and( hear(with( the(
deepest( regret( of( the( death( of( our( good( friend( and( a(most( remarkable(
artist,(Mr.( Iacovleff.( ( I( beg( to( offer(my(deepest( sympathy( in( your( great(
loss.( ( I( believe( that( you( are( his( mother.( ( We( all( feel( his( passing( as( a(
personal(loss,(for(we(had(the(greatest(admiration(for(him(and(for(his(art,(
and( our( relations(were(most( pleasant,( as( I( think(was( indicated( by( his(
making(us(his(American(agents,(when(he(went(abroad.((As(you(doubtless(

















as( his( American( agents,( such( authority( to( be( given( us( by( the(
administrator(of(his(estate,(without(which(all( the(months(of(effort(have(








art( house( of( American( establishment,( being( now( in( our( 98th( year.( ( In(
addition,(I(think(the(fact(that(we(exhibit(far(more(in(the(museums(of(the(
country(than(any(other(dealer((I(have(personally(conducted(five(museum(
exhibitions( since( January( 1st)( is( evidence( of( the( confidence( our( art(
institutions(have(in(us.((It(is(also(most(necessary(that(we(have(authority(
from(the(administrator(to(continue(offering(Mr.(Iacovleff’s(paintings(for(
sale.( ( If( there( is( any( interruption( in( this,( our(position(as(agents,( it(may(
mean(the(loss(of(sales(to(museums,(and(also(immediately(after(the(death(


























as( one(would( think.( ( I( have(been( in( communication(with(Mr.(Davidson(
and(have(consulted(my(uncle(regarding( this(matter.( (Mr.(Davidson(tells(
me( that( it( is( necessary( that( the( appraisal,(which( is( to( be( sent( in( Paris,(































































































periods( of( the( artist’s(work( are( covered,( from( his( two( Georges(Haardt(
expeditions( across( Africa( and( through( Asia,( the( two( sojourns( at( Capri,(
and(his(Mexican(and(Southern(studies.( ( It( is(especially(unfortunate(that(









































own(work.( (He( felt( that( as( a( painter( he(must( search( for( new(means( of(
expression(and(a(new(scale(of( tonal(values.( (He(worked( like(a( creature(
possessed:(he(felt(his(art(growing(and(his(horizon(widening.((He(resigned(
from( the(Boston(Museum(School( to(devote(all(his( time(and( strength( to(
the( development( of( his( new( vision( and( technique.( ( In( this( present(
exhibition( a( large( group( of( these( recent( paintings( are( included.( ( It( is(
difficult( to( believe( that( they( are( the( work( of( the( same( artist( who(
interpreted(so(realistically(and(vividly(the(characters(and(landscapes(of(
the(Oriental(and(African(worlds.( (In(this(last(period(his(spirit(seemed(to(










The( technique( is( freed( from( all( academic( restraint,( the( whole( scale( of(
color(values(has(changed(and(there(seems(to(be(no(limit(to(the(scope(of(
his(fancy.((It(is(indeed(a(tragedy(to(think(of(this(great(artist(being(cut(off(
at( the( peak( of( all( his( creative( powers.( ( His( last( illness( was( of( short(
duration,(and(we(who(knew(and(loved(him(like(to(remember(that(up(to(
the(very(end(his(courage(and(faith(seemed(to(carry(his(spirit(along(with(
the(enthusiasm(of(eternal(youth.278((
(
Portraits(of(Russian(ballet(dancers,(nude(studies,(and(portrait(studies(are(
representative(of(his(classic(academicism.((In(assessing(the(work(featured(in(
this(exhibition,(one(can(draw(the(conclusion(that(in(the(last(years(of(his(life,(
Iacovleff(usually(reserved(his(classicizing(style(for(drawings,(especially(portraits(
of(members(of(the(European(and(American(cultural(elite.((Two(works(rendered(
in(this(style(are(featured(below:(
(
(
(
!
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
278(Malvina(Hoffman,(in(the(introduction(to(Memorial#Exhibition#of#the#Work#of#Alexandre#
Iacovleff#(188741938)(New(York:((Grand(Central(Art(Galleries,(11(April:29(April,(1939,(p.(9.(
Fig.!79.!!Riabouschinska,!sanguine!on!paper,!1936;!
extracted!from!Memorial'Exhibition'of'the'Work'of'
Alexandre'Iacovleff,!no.!210.!
(
( 150(
!
!
(
(
Iacovleff’s(looser,(expressionistic(style(developed(roughly(during(the(last(
ten(years(of(his(life(was(also(represented(in(the(exhibition.((Many(of(these(
sketchy,(more(vibrant(works(were(shown(previously(in(the(traveling(Carnegie(
exhibition(and(the(memorial(show(at(the(Vose(Galleries(only(three(months(
before(in(January(of(1939.((Examples(of(this(type(of(work(are(included(below.((
Here,(Iacovleff(takes(advantage(of(color(and(the(less(restrictive(qualities(of(paint(
to(render(the(dynamism(of(landscapes(and(exotic(scenes(from(everyday(life.((
Iacovleff’s(“freedom(of(all(academic(restraint”(is(manifested(in(these(paintings:!
Fig.!80.!!Portrait'of'Martin'Birnbaum,!red!and!
black!chalk!on!paper,!1938,!no.!43;!extracted!
from!Jacovleff'and'Other'Artists!(1946).!
(
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!
!
!
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(
Also(featured(in(this(blockbuster(memorial(exhibition(in(New(York(were(the(
Chinese(and(Japanese(Theatre(albums(produced(during(the(1920s(and(early(
1930s.((The(inclusion(of(these(albums,(along(with(works(representative(of(every(
notable(event(in(Iacovleff’s,(formed(a(true(retrospective(exhibition.((It(was(
Fig.!81.!!Afghans,!oil!on!canvas,!1932;!extracted!from!
Memorial'Exhibition'of'the'Work'of'Alexandre'
Iacovleff,!no.!193.!
Fig.!82.!!Paysage'Fantastique,!oil!on!canvas,!1932;!extracted!from!
Memorial'Exhibition'of'the'Work'of'Alexandre'Iacovleff.!
(
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widely(popular,(and(its(contributors(deemed(it(a(large(success.((In(a(letter(from(
Erwin(S.(Barrie,(the(director(of(the(Grand(Central(Art(Galleries,(to(Edward(
Forbes(in(April(of(1939,(Barrie(expressed(his(satisfaction(with(the(outcome(of(
the(memorial(show:((“The(Iacovleff(Exhibition(has(attracted(a(great(number(of(
visitors(and(has(received(most(favorable(publicity.((Quite(a(few(paintings(were(
sold(for(the(benefit(of(the(estate.”279(((
( The(positive(attitude(expressed(above(gradually(diminished,(however,(
with(the(upheaval(caused(by(the(Second(World(War,(which(in(Europe,(lasted(
until(well(after(the(Axis(powers(had(been(defeated.((Although(the(war(renewed(
prosperity(for(Americans,(the(art(market(remained(volatile(until(the(mid:
1940s.280((Nonetheless,(after(Vose(became(the(sole(agents(of(Iacovleff’s(estate(in(
America,(there(was(also(a(drive(to(organize(shows(that(featured(works(not(
previously(included(in(the(memorial(exhibitions.((Although(catalogues(of(such(
events(are(difficult(to(come(by,(publicity(archives(remain(accessible.((For(
instance,(there(is(record(of(an(exhibition(held(in(February(of(1941(that(was(
mostly(comprised(of(portraits(of(distinguished(individuals(originally(intended(
for(the(Russian(Ballet(exhibition(at(Knoedler’s(in(London(in(June(of(1938.((The(
Boston#Post(featured(a(reproduction(of(a(portrait(of(Tamara(Toumanova,(which(
was(representative(of(the(works(included(at(the(Vose(Gallery.281(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
279(Letter(from(Erwin(S.(Barrie(to(Edward(W.(Forbes,(Harvard(Art(Museums(Archives,(Edward(
Waldo(Forbes(Papers,(1867:2005,(HC2(Box(47(Folder(1152:((Iacovleff(Exhibition,(Grand(Central(
Art(Galleries,(N.Y.(11(April(1939([1934:1939].(
280(Oral(history(interview(with(S.(Morton(Vose,(1986(July(24,(Tape(1(Side(B,(Archives(of(
American(Art,(The(Smithsonian(Institution,(Washington,(D.C.(
281(“Dancer’s(Portrait,”(The#Boston#Post,(18(February(1941.(
(
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( Documentation(also(exists(in(the(Vose(Galleries’(archives(of(a(general(
exhibition(that(featured(recent(work.((The(advertisement(specifically(
emphasizes(that(the(paintings(and(drawings(on(display(were(not(previously(
shown(in(the(memorial(exhibitions,(so(that(a(certain(air(of(exclusivity(is(
maintained.((Although(no(date(is(included,(it(is(safe(to(assume(on(the(basis(of(
other(archival(information(that(the(exhibition(took(place(some(time(between(
the(years(of(1940(and(1943.282(((
Archival(records(also(reveal(that(there(was(a(significant(effort(on(the(part(
of(Robert(C.(Vose(to(spread(Iacovleff’s(reputation(across(the(country.((The(dealer(
initially(set(out(to(do(this(in(late(1937(and(early(1938,(but(the(death(of(the(artist(
and(the(complications(in(securing(the(estate(postponed(his(efforts.((From(
roughly(1945(to(1950,(Vose(hosted(various(exhibitions(at(galleries(and(art(
institutions(in(California.((A(catalogue(produced(by(the(Maxwell(Galleries(in(San(
Francisco(features(59(works(mainly(taken(from(the(artist’s(sojourns(in(Asia,(
Capri,(and(the(United(States.((It(seems(to(be(modeled(after(the(Memorial(
Exhibition(of(1939(in(New(York,(except(it(included(a(much(larger(number(of(the(
Russian(Ballet(drawings.283((In(January(and(February(of(1946,(Iacovleff’s(work(
moved(on(to(Los(Angeles,(where(it(was(displayed(at(the(Francis(Taylor(Galleries(
in(the(Beverly(Hills(Hotel.((The(exhibition(included(56(works,(and(aside(from(
roughly(ten(paintings(and(drawings,(it(featured(most(of(the(same(ones(from(the(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
282(Exhibition(advertisement(of(in:approximate(date,(The(Archives(of(the(Vose(Galleries(of(
Boston,(c.(1940:1943.(
283(Iacovleff,(Maxwell(Galleries,(San(Francisco,(CA,(1:30(October,(year(can(only(be(approximated(
to(1945;(Archives(of(the(Vose(Galleries(of(Boston.(
(
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show(in(San(Francisco.284((This(slight(fluctuation(can(be(explained(by(the(sale(of(
some(pictures.(
( Two(years(later,(back(in(Boston,(the(Vose(Galleries(received(new(
inventory(from(Iacovleff’s(estate(in(Paris.((Robert(C.(Vose(was(eager(to(exhibit(
these(new(paintings(and(drawings(and(hosted(an(exhibition(of(this(newly(
acquired(work(in(January(1948.((The(advertisement(featured(a(drawing(from(
Iacovleff’s(Asian(sojourn(under(Citroën,(dated(1932.285((One(can(conclude(that(
the(works(on(display(were(representative(of(the(image(highlighted(on(the(
announcement.((It(is(also(possible(that(the(exhibition(included(work(created(in(
Capri(and(Paris(during(Iacovleff’s(last(days,(which(had(never(been(seen(before(in(
the(United(States.(
( The(last(documented(exhibition(of(Iacovleff’s(work(in(the(Vose(archives(
took(place(during(November(and(December(of(1950.((Lent(by(Robert(C.(Vose,(the(
show(was(displayed(at(the(Ballroom(Gallery(of(The(Publick(House(at(the(
Treadaway(Inn(in(Sturbridge,(Massachusetts.((The(hotel(location(followed(in(the(
footsteps(of(the(exhibition(held(at(the(Beverly(Hills(Hotel(in(Los(Angeles(just(a(
few(years(earlier.((In(selecting(hotels(as(venues(for(Iacovleff’s(work,(Vose(was(
perhaps(attempting(to(appeal(to(the(international(collector(base(that(the(artist(
obtained(throughout(his(career.((Compared(to(the(exhibitions(in(California,(
however,(this(one(in(the(suburbs(of(Boston(only(included(22(paintings(and(
drawings,(making(it(the(smallest(known(exhibition(of(Iacovleff’s(work(in(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
284(Iacovleff:##Exhibition#of#Paintings,(Francis(Taylor(Galleries,(Beverly(Hills(Hotel,(Beverly(Hills,(
CA,(24(January:28(February(1946,(Archives(of(the(Vose(Galleries(of(Boston.(
285(Paintings#and#Drawings#by#the#Late#Alexandre#Iacovleff,(R.(C.(Vose(Galleries,(5:24(January(
1948,(Archives(of(the(Vose(Galleries(of(Boston.(
(
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America.((Some(of(them(were(featured(in(past(exhibitions,(but(a(majority(of(
them(seem(to(be(new(works(that(had(not(yet(been(displayed(in(America.286(
( No(remaining(records(of(exhibitions(after(Iacovleff’s(death(are(accessible(
through(the(Vose(archives.((At(some(point(in(the(second(half(of(the(twentieth:
century,(the(gallery(sold(the(artist’s(estate.((The(exact(date(of(this(sale(has(yet(to(
be(discovered.((After(1950,(Iacovleff(fell(into(obscurity,(largely(due(to(the(rise(of(
Abstract(Expressionism.((Monumentality,(classicism,(eclecticism,(and(exoticism,(
all(hallmark(characteristics(of(the(Art(Déco(era,(were(tossed(aside(and(replaced(
with(the(“shock(of(the(new”(embodied(in(the(Greenbergian(abstract(aesthetic.287( (
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
286(Alexandre#Iacovleff,(The(Ballroom(Gallery(of(the(Publick(House,(Sturbridge,(MA,(10(
November:12(December(1950,(Archives(of(the(Vose(Galleries(of(Boston.(
287(The(sentence(above(references(Robert(Hughes’s(book(The#Shock#of#the#New:##The#Hundred4
Year#History#of#Modern#Art,#Its#Rise,#Its#Dazzling#Achievement,#Its#Fall((Random(House:((New(
York,(1991).((Hughes(makes(an(effort(to(communicate(what(was(so(appealing(about(the(Abstract(
Expressionist(movement(that(originated(in(New(York(during(the(post:World(War(II(era.((My(
usage(of(the(term(“Greenbergian(aesthetic”(refers(to(the(aesthetic(agenda(of(critic(Clement(
Greenberg,(an(art(critic(who(elevated(the(gestural(and(color(field(abstraction(of(Jackson(Pollock(
and(other(members(of(the(New(York(School(to(godly(heights.((He(deemed(any(sort(of(
representation(irrelevant(and(unworthy(of(valuable(art(historical(discussion,(and(is(largely(
responsible(for(the(under:appreciation(that(so(many(twentieth:century(artists(experience(
today,(including(Alexandre(Iacovleff.(
(
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CONCLUSION!
(
( “It(seems(to(me(regrettable(that(he(is(very(little(heard(of(today.((There(is(
a(little(revival,(I(think,(of(interest(in(him,(but(not(very(much,”(noted(S.(Morton(
Vose(in(1986.288((This(statement,(so(simply(put(by(the(son(of(the(famous(Robert(
C.(Vose,(summarizes(the(interest(in(and(market(for(Iacovleff’s(work(from(about(
1950(until(very(recently.(
Alexandre(Iacovleff’s(narrow(renown(is(“regrettable,”(indeed.((His(work(
embodies(the(spirit(of(Art(Déco(painting(and(the(exotic(and(Orientalist(aesthetic(
that(was(so(popular(during(the(1920s(and(1930s.((His(international(popularity(
emphasizes(the(importance(of(his(work,(and(serves(to(reinforce(the(breadth(and(
legitimacy(of(“exotic(academicism.”((The(stylistic(transition(in(his(oeuvre(that(
occurred(roughly(between(1929(and(1938(shows(his(attempt(to(adapt(to(
modern,(evolving(trends(advocated(by(his(contemporaries.((This(thesis(calls(for(
a(reevaluation(of(Iacovleff’s(contribution(to(the(international(Art(Déco(
movement(during(the(interwar(period(of(the(twentieth:century,(with(special(
interest(in(his(relationship(to(American(collectors,(dealers,(and(institutions.(
( The(reader(should(understand(that(my(Iacovleff(discussion(is(not(yet(
complete.((Two(notable(retrospective(exhibitions(of(his(work(were(held(in(
America(in(1972(and(1993(that(reexamined(his(oeuvre(and(his(contribution(to(
the(history(of(art.((They(also(attempted(to(legitimize(his(reputation(as(one(of(the(
most(important(European(Art(Déco(painters.((In(1972,(Joseph(Gropper(of(the(
Gropper(Art(Galleries(in(Boston(went(to(great(lengths(to(hold(a(comprehensive(
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
288(Oral(history(interview(with(S.(Morton(Vose,(1986(July(24,(Tape(2(Side(B,(Archives(of(
American(Art,(The(Smithsonian(Institution,(Washington,(D.C.(
(
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exhibition(of(Iacovleff’s(work.((He(began(purchasing(the(artist’s(paintings(and(
drawings(whenever(they(came(up(for(sale(from(1970(to(1971.((He(also(
contacted(collectors(across(the(United(States(and(France(in(order(to(acquire(
work(for(the(show.((After(almost(a(year(of(planning,(50(works(were(exhibited(at(
the(Gropper(Art(Gallery.((It(is(significant(that(many(of(the(drawings(came(from(
the(estate(of(Georges:Marie(Haardt,(the(leader(of(the(Citroën(expeditions;(these(
would(never(have(been(seen(before(in(the(United(States.((Mark(A.(Schaffer(of(A#
La#Vieille#Russie#in(New(York,(like(Joseph(Gropper,(acknowledged(the(little(
attention(Iacovleff(received(since(his(Memorial(Exhibition(at(Grand(Central(Art(
Galleries.((In(1993,(Schaffer(held(the(first(exhibition(of(the(Russian’s(work(in(
New(York(since(1939.((In(the(catalogue(of(the(exhibition,(he(makes(it(very(clear(
that(his(intention(is(to(contribute(to(a(revival(in(popularity(and(appreciation(for(
the(virtually(unknown(artist.289((In(the(near(future,(I(hope(to(supplement(the(
contents(of(this(thesis(with(in:depth(analysis(of(these(two(landmark(American(
exhibitions.(((
( I(also(plan(to(continue(my(exploration(into(the(Iacovleff(collection(of(the(
Musée(des(Années(30(in(Boulogne:Billancourt,(which(will(include(visits(with(the(
curatorial(staff(of(the(museum(and(research(in(its(archives.((The(museum,(as(
mentioned(throughout(this(thesis,(is(largely(responsible(for(the(revival(of(
interest(in(Iacovleff’s(work(within(the(past(twenty(years.((Their(acquisition(of(
Iacovleff’s(paintings(and(drawings,(beginning(in(the(early(1990s,(has(inspired(
recent(exhibitions(of(his(work(in(the(first(decade(of(the(twenty:first(century.((
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
289(Schaffer,(Alexandre#Iacovleff:##Paintings#and#Drawings((New(York:((La(Vieille(Russie,(Didier(
Aaron,(Inc.,(1993),(pp.(4:8.(
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Caroline(Haardt(de(la(Baume’s(beautiful(exhibition(catalogue,(published(under(
the(auspices(of(the(Musée(des(Années(30(and(entitled(Alexandre#Iacovleff:##
Itinérances,(was(used(extensively(throughout(this(thesis(as(an(art(historically(
relevant(source.((In(fact,(in(2012,(Haardt(de(la(Baume’s(new(publication,(entitled(
Alexandre#Iacovleff:##Les#Croisières#Citroën((Fage),(recently(came(available(for(
sale.((Unfortunately,(I(was(unable(to(include(any(information(from(this(book(at(
the(time(this(thesis(was(written.((The(augmented(version(will(of(course(include(
new(issues(that(Haardt(de(la(Baume(addresses,(as(well(as(primary(research(
regarding(recent(Iacovleff(exhibitions(and(the(growing(contemporary(market(
for(his(work.(
( While(on(the(topic(of(the(contemporary(market(for(Iacovleff,(at(this(time(
I(wish(to(provide(readers(with(a(“teaser,”(so(to(speak,(of(which(an(in:depth(
discussion(will(be(provided(in(the(supplement(to(this(thesis.((In(very(recent(
years,(since(2009,(Iacovleff’s(works(have(been(selling(for(record(prices(at(
auction,(between($200,000(and($1,145,000.((Most(of(the(work(is(from(the(
artist’s(initial(East(Asian(sojourn(between(1917(and(1918,(as(well(as(from(the(
Croisière#Jaune(and(the(Russian(Ballet(portrait(series.((The(cause(of(this(
resurgence(in(the(market(will(be(explored(in(my(dissertation,(but(phenomena(
such(as(the(Art(Déco(revival(and(the(rise(of(the(Asian(art(market(are(suspects.((Is(
this(market(change(a(reflection(of(a(long:term(Iacovleff(revivalq?((Or(is(it(merely(
a(“trendy”,(temporary(renewal(of(interest?(((
( There(is(only(one(way(to(find(out…(
(
(
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